
Dimensional Analysis and 

Similitude

Modeling at aeromechanical experiment. Similarity 

criterion. ( Re, Pe, Fr, Nu, Pr, Sh and etc.)



Main Topics

 Nature of Dimensional Analysis

 Buckingham Pi Theorem

 Significant Dimensionless Groups in Fluid 
Mechanics

 Flow Similarity and Model Studies



Objectives

1. Understand dimensions, units, and dimensional 

homogeneity

2. Understand benefits of dimensional analysis

3. Know how to use the method of repeating variables

4. Understand the concept of similarity and how to apply 

it to experimental modeling



Dimensions and Units

 Review
 Dimension: Measure of a physical quantity, 

e.g., length, time, mass

 Units: Assignment of a number to a 
dimension, e.g., (m), (sec), (kg)

 7 Primary Dimensions:

1. Mass m (kg)

2. Length L (m)

3. Time t (sec)

4. Temperature T (K)

5. Current I (A)

6. Amount of Light C (cd)

7. Amount of matter N (mol)



Dimensions and Units

 All non-primary dimensions 
can be formed by a 
combination of the 7 primary 
dimensions

 Examples

 {Velocity} m/sec = 
{Length/Time} = {L/t}

 {Force} N = {Mass 
Length/Time} = {mL/t2}



Dimensional Homogeneity

 Every additive term in an equation must have 
the same dimensions

 Example:  Bernoulli equation

 {p} = {force/area}={mass x length/time x 
1/length2} = {m/(t2L)}

 {1/2V2} = {mass/length3 x (length/time)2} = 
{m/(t2L)}

 {gz} = {mass/length3 x length/time2 x length} 
={m/(t2L)}



Nature of Dimensional Analysis

Example: Drag on a Sphere

 Drag depends on FOUR parameters:
sphere size (D); speed (V); fluid density (); fluid 
viscosity (m)

 Difficult to know how to set up experiments to 
determine dependencies

 Difficult to know how to present results (four 
graphs?)



Nature of Dimensional Analysis

Example: Drag on a Sphere

 Only one dependent and one independent 
variable

 Easy to set up experiments to determine 
dependency

 Easy to present results (one graph)



BUCKINGHAM PI THEOREM



BUCKINGHAM PI THEOREM



BUCKINGHAM PI THEOREM

 Step 1:

List all the parameters involved

Let n be the number of parameters

Example: For drag on a sphere, F, V, D, ρ, 
μ, & n = 5

 Step 2:

Select a set of  primary dimensions

For example M (kg), L (m), t (sec).

Example: For drag on a sphere choose MLt



BUCKINGHAM PI THEOREM

 Step 3

List the dimensions of all parameters

Let r be the number of primary dimensions

Example: For drag on a sphere r = 3



Buckingham Pi Theorem

 Step 4

Select a set of r dimensional parameters 
that includes all the primary dimensions

Example: For drag on a sphere (m = r = 3) 
select ϱ, V, D



Buckingham Pi Theorem

 Step 5

Set up dimensionless groups πs

There will be n – m equations

Example: For drag on a sphere



Buckingham Pi Theorem

 Step 6

Check to see that each group obtained is dimensionless

Example: For drag on a sphere





Significant Dimensionless 

Groups in Fluid Mechanics

 Reynolds Number

Mach Number



Significant Dimensionless 

Groups in Fluid Mechanics

 Froude Number

Weber Number



Significant Dimensionless 

Groups in Fluid Mechanics

 Euler Number

Cavitation Number


